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A Large Ion Collider Experiment (ALICE)
Large Hadron Collider
27 km accelerator at
CERN
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Large Hadron Collider (LHC)
Large Hadron Collider
27 km accelerator at
CERN
last step of a complex
systems of accelerators
peculiar in the world
build step by step in
the last 60 years
important know-how
and R&D program
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lot of other physics
program in parallel to
LHC, exploiting the
injection lines
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Large Hadron Collider (LHC)
2017 LHC schedule
A Large Ion Collider Experiment

Detectors ready to join technical and cosmic runs

L3 doors closure

Central systems ready

•
•
•
•

•

Grazia Luparello – 8/3/2017
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145 days of pp
physics
Special physics runs
as placeholders
VdM scans to be
scheduled
MD not yet ﬁxed

Details about the
ramp up phase will
follow

31

LHC runs from
March to
beginning of
December, 24h / 7
days
7/8 months of pp
collisions, 3 weeks
of Heavy ions
physics runs
(p-Pb, Pb-Pb,
special pp
collisions)
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A Large Ion Collider Experiment (ALICE)
Large Hadron Collider
27 km accelerator at
CERN
7/8 months per year of
pp collisions
~1 month of Pb-Pb
collisions
4 main experiments on
the LHC
ALICE
ATLAS
CMS
LHCb
3 more “specialized”
experiments
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Peculiarity of Pb-Pb collisions wrt to pp?

~ 6/7 particles produced on average per pp collision
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Peculiarity of Pb-Pb collisions wrt to pp?

~ 1600 particles produced on average per Pb-Pb collision
(~17 particles for p-Pb collision)
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Peculiarity of Pb-Pb collisions wrt pp?
Precise characterization of a state of matter that lasts less than a fm/c
(1 fm/c ~ 3 x 10-24 seconds)
This state of matter is partonic (made of quark and gluons), what we
measure in the detector are hadrons.
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Peculiarity of Pb-Pb collisions wrt pp?
Precise characterization of a state of matter that lasts less than a fm/c
(1 fm/c ~ 3 x 10-24 seconds)
This state of matter is partonic (made of quark and gluons), what we
measure in the detector are hadrons.
Main goal of HIC: connect hadronic measurements of each event in their
“ensable” to intrinsic properties of this state of matter (density, temperature,
viscosity, …)
different from pp where we mainly have searches (Higgs, exotica) or SM highprecisions measurements.
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Peculiarity of Pb-Pb collisions wrt pp?
Precise characterization of a state of matter that lasts less than a fm/c
(1 fm/c ~ 3 x 10-24 seconds)
This state of matter is partonic (made of quark and gluons), what we
measure in the detector are hadrons.
Main goal of HIC: connect hadronic measurements of each event in their
“ensable” to intrinsic properties of this state of matter (density, temperature,
viscosity, …)
different from pp where we mainly have searches (Higgs, exotica) or SM highprecisions measurements.

Broaden set of measurements to access different properties and build a
detailed general picture of the medium:
Flow measurements Gora
n’s
Jet quenching
tal
Strangeness enhancement k
Quarkonia suppression
…
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Peculiarity of Pb-Pb collisions wrt pp?
Studying the properties of the QGP

Low-momentum
particles
down to 150 MeV
vast majority of
particles produced

Two main ways to probe the
QGP properties:
Through bulk observables
The vast majority of particles
are produced with pT < 2 GeV/c

Particle
Identi cation
look for different
behaviors for
different particle
species.

Hard (rare) probes with pT > 6
GeV/c
High pT hadrons
Jets
Heavy flavour (e.g. charmmesons)

Panos.Christakoglou@nikhef.nl
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Need to reconstruct particles down to very low momentum.
Particle Identi cation information needed to “recognize” different types of
particles
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A Large Ion Collider Experiment (ALICE)
Need to reconstruct particles down to very low momentum.
Particle Identi cation information needed to “recognize” different types of
particles
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A Large Ion Collider Experiment (ALICE)
Need to reconstruct particles down to very low momentum.
Particle Identi cation information needed to “recognize” different types of
particles

Complex
detector formed of
19 sub-detectors.
Cutting edge
technologies and
trigger algorithms
have been (or are
being) developed.

fi
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Tracking and Particle IDenti cation
“Track” a particle passing trough the detector means:
measure its trajectory → track length, momentum
try to de ne its vertex (where the particle was “born”)
close to the interaction point → primary particles
product of a decay or interaction with the material → secondary particles
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Tracking and Particle IDenti cation
“Track” a particle passing trough the detector means:
measure its trajectory → track length, momentum
try to de ne its vertex (where the particle was “born”)
close to the interaction point → primary particles
product of a decay or interaction with the material → secondary particles
Identify a track = try to understand which particle was produced.
How? Using effects that are different for di erent mass of the particles:
velocity (Time of ight method)
different energy loss while passing trough the detector
different radiation emitted interacting with a speci c detector (transition
radiation)
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Tracking and Particle IDenti cation
“Track” a particle passing trough the detector means:
measure its trajectory → track length, momentum
try to de ne its vertex (where the particle was “born”)
close to the interaction point → primary particles
product of a decay or interaction with the material → secondary particles
Identify a track = try to understand which particle was produced.
How? Using effects that are different for different mass of the particles:
velocity (Time of ight method)
di erent energy loss while passing trough the detector
different radiation emitted interacting with a speci c detector (transition
radiation)
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“µ ” illustrate the “Barkas effect,” the dependence of stopping power on projectile
charge at very low energies [6].

Bethe-Bloch
equation
The mean rate of energy loss by moderately relativistic charged heavy particles

27.2.2.

Stopping power at intermediate energies :

M1 /δx, is well-described by the “Bethe-Bloch” equation,
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It describes the mean rate of energy loss in the region 0.1 <
∼ βγ <
∼ 1000 for
intermediate-Z ~materials
with an accuracy of a few %. At the lower limit the
β
projectile velocity becomes comparable to atomic electron “velocities” (Sec. 27.2.3)
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relativistic 15:55
ris
~ 2 ln(ɣβ)
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“µ ” illustrate the “Barkas effect,” the dependence of stopping power on projectile
charge at very low energies [6].

Bethe-Bloch
equation
The mean rate of energy loss by moderately relativistic charged heavy particles

27.2.2.

Stopping power at intermediate energies :
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Tracks of ions <
in emulsion
It describes the mean rate of energy loss in the region
0.1 ∼
βγ <
1000 for
∼
charge of the particles traversing the chamber
intermediate-Z materials with an accuracy of a few %. At the lower limit theEn
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projectile velocity becomes comparable to atomic electron “velocities” (Sec. 27.2.3)
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“µ ” illustrate the “Barkas effect,” the dependence of stopping power on projectile
charge at very low energies [6].

Bethe-Bloch
equation
The mean rate of energy loss by moderately relativistic charged heavy particles

27.2.2.

Stopping power at intermediate energies :

M1 /δx, is well-described by the “Bethe-Bloch” equation,
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It describes the mean rate of energy loss in the region 0.1 <
βγ <
1000 for
∼
∼
dE/dx only depends on velocity not on mass of parti
charge of the particles traversing the chamber
intermediate-Z
materials
with
an
accuracy
of identi;cation
a few %. At the lower limit the
Particle
2
in the 1/β regime, <dE/dx> vs p is different for different particle species
projectile velocity becomes comparable to atomic electron “velocities” (Sec. 27.2.3)
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Kinematics and data
analysis
where
is the errormethods
on each measurement point, l
r

CE coordinate systems n the number of equidistant points.

R

the radial length of t

al
ction
we describe the data analysis tools used in collider particle physics expericussed in Sect. 4.3. We introduce variables in the laboratory frame and methods
4.4
Kinematics
and data analysis methods
ays remember: muon arm is in negative
z-direction;
the same holds
momentum
conservation and invariant mass. Momentum conservation leads to
for negative rapidities etc.
pts of transverse momentum and
missing
As examples,
we discuss
twoIn this
sectionmass.
we describe
the data analysis
tools used
in collider particle p
-jet events as well as the W boson
B=0.5 Tframe
mentsdiscovery.
discussed in Sect. 4.3. We introduce variables in the laboratory

Kinematic variables

based on momentum conservation and invariant mass. Momentum conserv
the concepts of transverse momentum and missing mass. As examples, w
and three-jet events
as well as the W boson discovery.
transverse
momentum

Pseudorapidity and

the collision of two beams in the4.4.1
laboratory
frame. The axesand
labelling
conventions
Pseudorapidity
transverse
momentum
in Fig. 4.18(a) (pp̄ scattering). The momentum of each particle produced in a
Consider
the collision
of two beams
in the laboratory
an be decomposed in a component
parallel
to the beams
(longitudinal,
alongframe.
the The axes labellin
arebeams
given in(transverse,
Fig. 4.18(a) (pp̄
The momentum
n) and one perpendicular to the
in scattering).
the xy plane)
as shown of each particle
collision can be decomposed
in a component
⇤ parallel to the beams (longitud
Picture
18(b). The transverse component
of the momentum is given by (⇥ ⌘ ✓CM(transverse,
)
z direction) and one perpendicular to the beams
in the xy pla
from J. Wiechula

transverse momentum

-24 | Tutorial session APW Padova

in Fig. 4.18(b). The transverse component of the momentum is given by (⇥

pT = p sin(✓CM )

30

pT = p sin(✓CM )

s an angle with the x axis. To measure the longitudinal angle of the emerging
rapidity relative to the
and spans
an angle with
To measure
the longitudinal angle of
et one
usually uses a variable called
pseudorapidity
⌘. the
It isx axis.
defined
by
beam axis i.e.
particle jet one usually uses aif variable called pseudorapidity ⌘. It is defined

✓
◆
longitudinal angle of

✓
◆
✓CM
✓CM
⌘ = ln tan
emerging particle
⌘ = ln tan
2
2

Δη longitudinal
is Lorentz invariant
under
and
is
Lorentz
invariant
under
boosts
(see
Fig. 4.19(a)). Mo
orentz
invariant under longitudinal boosts (see Fig. 4.19(a)).
Momenta
in
the
23
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boostunder
alonglongitudinal
longitudinal
axis
transverse
plane
are
also
invariant
relativistic
transform
e plane are also invariant under longitudinal relativistic transformations. There-

About particle reconstruction
Today I will discuss only detector used to reconstruct charged particles.
in particular in ALICE we mainly look at hadrons: π, K, p
Neutral and decay particles are usually reconstructed with ad hoc analysis
techniques.
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About particle reconstruction
Today I will discuss only detector used to reconstruct charged particles.
in particular in ALICE we mainly look at hadrons: π, K, p
Neutral and decay particles are usually reconstructed with ad hoc analysis
techniques.
Two main classes of detector:
Silicon detectors:
ionizing radiation (charged particles) produces free electrons / holes in
semiconductor materials.
very precise (~10-100µm )
quite expensive
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About particle reconstruction
Today I will discuss only detector used to reconstruct charged particles.
in particular in ALICE we mainly look at hadrons: π, K, p
Neutral and decay particles are usually reconstructed with ad hoc analysis
techniques.
Two main classes of detector:
Silicon detectors:
ionizing radiation (charged particles) produces free electrons / holes in
semiconductor materials.
very precise (~10-100µm )
quite expensive
Gas detectors:
ionizing radiation (charged particles) produces electrons / ions pairs
different “regime” at which they can be operated —> different goals
can be used for large scale detector
different cons to be taken into account depending on the regime they are
operated (slow, ion back ow, …)
26
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SSD
y
x
z

Tracking Devices. Inner Tracking System

Figure 3.4: ITS layout: six di↵erent layers. Two layers of pixels detector, two layers of
drift, two layers of strips detector.
72

A Large Ion Collider Expe

the impact parameter resolution. To avoid an increase of this e↵ect, the amount of
material in the active volume has been kept to a minimum. A very good track impact
parameter resolution is important to reconstruct secondary vertices from hyperons,
but especially from heavy flavour hadrons decay.

6 layers of Silicon detectors:
2 layers of pixels (SPD)
- a good resolution and efficiency in the localization of interaction point of the collision.
2 layers of drift (SDD)
- possibility to track and identify particles with momenta below 200 MeV/c. Four
layers,
out of six, provide
also dE/dx(SSD)
measurements in order to identify very low
2
layers
of
strips
momentum particles.

87.2 cm

SPD
SDD
SSD

Layer
1
2
3
4
5
6

Type
pixel
pixel
drift
drift
strip
strip

Table 3.2: Characteristics of the six ITS layers.
r (cm) ±z (cm) Modules Active Area per module
3.9
14.1
80
12.8 ⇥ 70.7 mm2
7.6
14.1
160
12.8 ⇥ 70.7 mm2
15.0
22.2
84
70.17 ⇥ 75.26 mm2
23.9
29.7
176
70.17 ⇥ 75.26 mm2
38.0
43.1
748
73 ⇥ 40 mm2
43.0
48.9
950
73 ⇥ 40 mm2

y

x
Material Budget (X/X0 )
z
1.14
1.14
1.13
Figure
1.263.4: ITS layout: six di↵erent layers. Two layers of pixels detector, two la
drift,0.83
two layers of strips detector.
0.86

the impact parameter resolution. To avoid an increase of this e↵ect, the amo
material in the active volume has been kept to a minimum. A very good track
parameter resolution is important to reconstruct secondary vertices from hyp
The building block of the SPD [118] is a module consisting of a two-dimensional sensor
matrix of reverse-biased silicon detectors diods, bump-bonded to 5 front-end chips. The
but especially from heavy flavour hadrons decay.
Silicon Pixel Detector - SPD

High segmentation → ef cient track nding in high multiplicity environment.
sensor
matrix
consists of 256 x budget
160 cells of 50 µm
coordinate and down
425 µm in z.to
Thelow-pT, limit multiple scattering.
Low
material
→in rtracking
active area of each module is 12.8 mm (r ) x 70.7 mm (z), the thickness of the sensor
- a good resolution and efficiency in the localization of interaction point of the co
is 200
µm , while
the readout
chip is 150parameter
µm thick. Two modules
are mounted together
High
track
impact
resolution.

along the z direction to form a 141.6 mm long half-stave. Two half-staves are attached
- possibility to track and identify particles with momenta below 200 MeV/c
head-to-head along the z direction to a carbon-fibre support sector which houses also the
layers, out of six, provide also dE/dx measurements in order to identify ve

particles.
Due to the technologies chosen, ITS allowmomentum
also PID
at low-pT
D. Caffarri - NIKHEF - The ALICE Detector
fi

fi

Layer

Type

Table 3.2: Characteristics of the six ITS layers.
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r (cm) ±z (cm) Modules Active Area per module Materia

g from the primary interaction vertex. Two sets of cuts on the
ary vertex are shown: “loose” with |d0,z | < 3 cm, d0,xy < 3 cm
.0350 GeV/c p−1
T ) cm.

Tracking Devices. Inner Tracking System

ssed by cuts on the longitudinal and transverse distances
. The dedicated reconstruction of secondary tracks is the

Separation of particle species from
100 MeV to 500 MeV

f the transverse distance to the primary vertex for identified
th simulation. The contribution from the vertex resolution
hows the same quantity for all charged particle tracks for
each. One can notice an improvement of the resolution in
etermined vertex for higher multiplicities.

4
V/c)

300

ALICE
charged particles

250

pp s = 7 TeV

200

p-Pb sNN = 5.02 TeV

150

Pb-Pb sNN = 2.76 TeV

ITS dE /dx (keV/300 µm)

d0,xy resolution (µm)

C standalone tracks and

Impact parameter resolution of 60
Performance of the ALICE Experiment
ALICE C
µm
for
particles
of
1
GeV/c
ITS–TPC combined tracks, ex700
600

Pb-Pb sNN= 2.76 TeV

500
400

p
K

300

100

π

200

50
0
10-1

100

1

10
p (GeV/c)
T
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28 the en
Fig. 33: Distribution of the energy-loss signal in the ITS as a function of momentum. Both
momentum were measured by the ITS alone.

he primary vertex for identified particle global ITS–TPC tracks

Tracking Devices. Time Projection Chamber
Main ALICE tracking device:
inner radius 80 cm
outer radius 250 cm
length 510 cm
|η| < 0.9
ALICE tracking detectors
The Time Projection Chamber

• The ALICE TPC provides up to 159 space points (clusters) corresponding
to the number of pad rows.

• The signal can be below

threshold for low ionizing
particles.
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Tracking Devices. Time Projection Chamber
Main ALICE tracking device:
inner radius 80 cm
outer radius 250 cm
length 510 cm
|η| < 0.9
Ne/CO2/N2 gas admixture ALICE tracking detectors
The Time Projection Chamber
drift velocity 2.7cm/µs
• The ALICE TPC provides up to 159 space points (clusters) corresponding
low electron diffusion
to the number of pad rows.
low radiation length
• The signal can be below

threshold for low ionizing
particles.
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Tracking Devices. Time Projection Chamber
Main ALICE tracking device:
inner radius 80 cm
outer radius 250 cm
length 510 cm
|η| < 0.9
Ne/CO2/N2 gas admixture ALICE tracking detectors
The Time Projection Chamber
drift velocity 2.7cm/µs
• The ALICE TPC provides up to 159 space points (clusters) corresponding
low electron diffusion
to the number of pad rows.
low radiation length
• The signal can be below

threshold for low ionizing
Read out planes: MWPC
particles.
18 sectors ~ 20º angle
up to 159 space points to reconstruct a
particle
collected charge ≈ mass of the particle
D. Caffarri - NIKHEF - The ALICE Detector
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ITS dE /dx (keV/300 µ

Performance of the ALICE Experiment
600

ALICE Collaboration
Pb-Pb sNN= 2.76 TeV

tracted from the track covariance matrix, is shown in Fig. 23. The effect of constraining the tracks to
500is shown as well. The inverse-p resolution, plotted in this figure, is connected to the
the primary vertex
T
relative transverse momentum resolution via
400
σ pT
= pTp σ1/pT .
(14)
pT
K
300
The plot represents the most advanced reconstruction scheme that was applied to the data taken in the
recent p–Pb run. In central Pb–Pb collisions, the pT resolution is expected to deteriorate by ∼10–15%
π
200
at high pT due to
the loss (or reduction) of clusters sitting on ion tails, cluster overlap, and fake clusters
attached to the tracks.
e
100

Tracking Devices. Time
Projection
Chamber
ALICE
Collaboration
m1/p ((GeV/c) -1)

eriment

ce matrix, isMain
showndevice
in Fig. 23.
effect of constraining
toThe
measure
trajectorythe tracks to00.07 0.1 ALICE
s = 5.02
p-Pb, 0.2
0.3 TeV,
0.4 | d|<0.8
2
3 4 5
1
0.014
p (GeV/c )
well. The inverse-p
in this figure, is connected to the
T resolution, plotted
and momentum
of particles
0.012
Fig. 33: Distribution of the energy-loss signal in the ITS as a function of momentum. Both the energy loss an
esolution via
momentum were measured by
the ITS alone.
0.01
σ pT
= pT σ1/pT .
(14)velocity,
0.008
γ is the Lorentz factor, and P1−5 are fit parameters. Figure 34 show
where β is the particle
pT
the measured dE/dx vs. particle momentum in the TPC, demonstrating the clear separation betwee
0.016

NN

TPC standalone tracks

T

TPC tracks constrained to vertex
TPC+ITS combined tracks

TPC+ITS constrained to vertex

0.006 The lines correspond to the parametrization. While at low momen
the different particle species.
(p ! 1 GeV/c) particles can be identified on a track-by-track basis, at higher momenta particles ca
0.004
still be separated on a statistical basis via multi-Gaussian fits. Indeed, with long tracks (" 130 sample
and with the truncated-mean
0.002method the resulting dE/dx peak shape is Gaussian down to at least 3 orde
of magnitude.

vanced reconstruction
scheme that
to the data taken in the
0.8% precision
on was
the applied
momentum
Pb collisions,
the pT resolution
expected
to deteriorate
by ∼10–15%
determination
foristracks
with
pT ~1 GeV
duction) of clusters
sitting
on ion
tails,pT
cluster
1.8% for
tracks
with
~10 overlap,
GeV and fake clusters

0

0.1 0.2exhibits
0.3 a0.4
0.5 constant
0.6 0.7separation
0.8 0.9for the
1 different partic
In the relativistic rise region, 0the dE/dx
nearly
-1
1/pabout
((GeV/c)
species over a wide momentum range. Due to a dE/dx resolution of
5.2 % )in pp collisions an
T

NN

(*) can be use with other ad hoc techniques for high
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TPC dE /dx (arb. units)

Energy deposited by particles
LICE
while traversing the TPC is
Pb, s = 5.02 TeV, | d|<0.8
different for different particle
TPC standalone tracks
masses
TPC tracks
constrained to vertex
TPC+ITS Good
combined separation
tracks
of particles*:
TPC+ITS constrained to vertex
π/K up to 0.7 GeV/c
K/p out to 1.1 GeV/c

Fig. 23: The pT resolution for standalone TPC and ITS–TPC matched tracks with and without constraint to the
200
vertex. The vertex
constrain significantly improves the resolution of TPC standalone tracks. For ITS–TPC tracks,
it has no effect (green and blueKsquares overlap).
p
d

180

Pb-Pb sNN = 2.76 TeV

To demonstrate160
the mass resolution achievable with ITS–TPC global tracks we show in Fig. 24 the
+ −
+ −
invariant mass spectra
140 of µ µ (left) and e e (right) pairs measured in ultraperipheral Pb–Pb collisions
√
at sNN = 2.76 TeV. The mass resolution at the J/ψ peak is better than 1%.
120
Although it provides the best estimate of track parameters, the global ITS–TPC track reconstruction
suffers from gaps
100in the ITS acceptance. In particular, in the innermost two SPD layers, up to 20%
and 30% of the modules were
inactive in the years 2010 and 2011, respectively. The inefficiency was
e
80
reduced to ∼5% in 2012 after solving problems with detector cooling. For those analyses that require
a uniform detector
60 response, the parameters of the tracks fitted only in the TPC and constrained to the
primary vertex can be used. The transverse momentum resolution of these tracks is comparable to that
40 up to pT ≈ 10πGeV/c and significantly worse for higher momenta (red filled circles
of the global tracks
in Fig. 23).
20
The ability to reconstruct pairs of close tracks is important for particle-correlation measurements. The
0.2 0.3
2
3 4 5 6 7 8 910
20
1
track-separation dependent efficiency has to be either corrected for or, when dealing with ratios, close
p (GeV/c)
momentum particles
pairs7 have to be removed in the numerator and denominator of the correlation function. In the first
√
7 Two tracks
Fig. 34: Specific
energy
loss
(dE/dx)
inother
the that
TPC
particle
momentum
collisions
at ofsthe
= 2.76 Te
that are
so close
to each
thevs.
presence
of one
track affects in
thePb–Pb
reconstruction
efficiency
other.
NN
32
The lines show the parametrizations of the expected mean energy loss.
42

often used for particle identification. The Time-Of-Flight (TOF)
for particle identification in the mid-momentum region. This tec
measurement of the particle time of flight t over a known trajecto
measure the particle velocity v = L/t. Once the momentum of t
the particle mass m is computed using

PID detectors: Time of Flight

Velocity measurement, that associated to
the momentum one, allows to measure the
mass of the particle.

m2 =

p2
c2

✓

c 2 t2
L2

◆

1 .

TOF β

Fig. 3.9 (right) shows (v/c) versus momentum for particles p
It is possible to clearly distinguish the di↵erent hadrons sp
Gas detector based onsions.
Multigap
deuterons.
The massthe
resolution depends on the momentum and
Resistive Place Chambers
to measure
the track length measurement. Since the TOF particle identific
exact time the particle pass through it.
the square of the particle momentum, to obtain the same mass
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• Two arrays of scintillator hodoscopes

• Located at z~340cm (V0A) and -90cm (V0C)
• Segmented in four rings and eight sectors each

Trigger and centrality detectors
•

Trigger algorithm / criteria:

• minimum number of clusters on V0A | V0C
• minimum number of clusters on V0A & V0C
• on HIC (2011) two thresholds

V0 detector

were considered (increased)
to use it as centrality trigger
• 0-10% CC maximum stats
• 0-50% CC downscaling

Two arrays of plastic scintillators
located at z ~340 cm (V0A) and -90 cm (V0C)
2.8 < η < 5.1 (V0A) -3.7 < η < -1.7 (V0C)
segmented in four rings and eight sectors each
2013-MAY-24 | Tutorial session APW Padova
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ALICE Pb-Pb sNN = 2.76 TeV
Data
NBD-Glauber fit
Pµ,k x [f Npart + (1-f)Ncoll]

10-4

f = 0.801, µ = 29.3, k = 1.6

10-4

0

60-70%

10-3
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10-3

70-80%

10-2

80-90%

events (a.u.)

Fast detector used for:
Performance
of the ALICE Experiment
ALICE Collaboration
triggers
(i.e. selecting online
“interesting”
1.1 The Quark
Gluon Plasma Phaseevents)
centrality and event plane determination
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0
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15000

20000
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Fig. 11: Distribution of the V0 amplitude (sum of V0A and V0C). The centrality bins are defined by integrating
Figure 1.5: Geometry of a
from right to left following Eq. (5). The absolute scale is determined by fitting to a model (red line), see below for
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nucleus-nucleus collisions. ~b defines the impact parameter

ALICE trigger detectors

Trigger and
centrality
The T0
detector detectors
Two arrays of Cherenkov counters
•
T0 detector
12 counters (photomultiplier + radiator) per array

•
Two arrays
of Cherenkov
counters
at z~350cm (T0A)
and -70cm (T0C)
• located
located at z ~350 cm (T0A) and -70 cm (T0C)
/ criteria:
• Trigger
Detector
used algorithm
for:
Mesurement of the particles arrival time at T0A & T0C
triggers •(i.e.
selecting online “interesting” events)
evaluates the vertex position
measurement
the
particle arrival time at T0A, T0C.
(time ofofthe
interaction)
time should
match the time (for TOF!)
important
to measure
interaction
• Interaction
LHC clock

2013-MAY-24 | Tutorial session APW Padova
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Others: Muons and Electrons
Muons
in ALICE only in the forward rapidity with an ad hoc spectrometer
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Others: Muons and Electrons
Muons
in ALICE only in the forward rapidity with an ad hoc spectrometer
-4 < η < -2.5
1 hadron absorber (to stop pions and kaons)
1 dipole magnet 3Tm
5 tracking chambers
2 trigger chambers
mainly used to reconstruct muons from charm and beauty decays
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Others: Muons and Electrons
Muons
in ALICE only in the forward rapidity with an ad hoc spectrometer
-4 < η < -2.5
1 hadron absorber (to stop pions and kaons)
1 dipole magnet 3Tm
5 tracking chambers
2 trigger chambers
mainly used to reconstruct muons from charm and beauty decays

Electrons
like all other hadrons, reconstructed only in the central barrel |η| < 0.9
Transition Radiation Detector (separate e from π, intermediate pT)
Electro Magnetic CALoremeter (electrons deposit their entire energy in the
calorimeter)

D. Caffarri - NIKHEF - The ALICE Detector
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Summary
ALICE is the dedicated heavy ions experiment at CERN
Mainly designed for low-pT particles and Particle Identi cation
19 sub-detectors with different scopes constitute the full experiment.
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A Bayesian approach to combined PID, making use of the known relative yields of different particle
species, is under development.
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A Bayesian approach to combined PID, making use of the known relative yields
species, is under development.

Fig. 46: Separation power of hadron identification in the ITS, TPC, TOF, and HMPID as a function of pT at
midrapidity. The left (right) panel shows the separation of pions and kaons (kaons and protons), expressed as
the distance between the peaks divided by the resolution for the pion and the kaon, respectively, averaged over
|η | < 0.5. For the TPC, an additional curve is shown in a narrower η region. The lower panels show the range
over which the different ALICE detector systems have a separation power of more than 2σ .
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Fig. 47: Combined pion identification with TOF and with dE/dx

Performance
of the ALICE
ALICE in
Collaboration
Fig. 52: Distribution
of Experiment
the residuals for the EMCal clusters to track matching
pseudorapidity (ηcluster − ηtrack )
σ(E/p)/〈E/p〉

√
vs. azimuth (φcluster − φtrack ) in pp collisions at s = 7 TeV triggered by EMCal. Only clusters with an energy
Ecluster > 1 GeV and tracks with a transverse momentum pT,track > 1 GeV/c are used.
pp s = 7 TeV

resolution of E/p as a0.15
function of transverse momentum
as measured in the experiment, compared to
ALICE
MCexperimental data are compatible with the simulation
detector simulations of full events from Pythia. The
σEMC
within uncertainties. Shown in the same figure are the EMCal energy resolution, deduced from the width
σCov
0.1
of photon pairs, and the momentum resolution
of the π 0 and η peaks in the invariant mass distribution
σ2EMC+σ2Cov
of electrons from tracking (relevant at high momentum). The two contributions added in quadrature
describe the measured 0.05
E/p resolution reasonably well.

Electron ID
counts (arb. norm.)

EMCAL E/p measurement
0
0

0.2

5

10

(a) electrons

15
20
p (GeV/c)
T

(b) pions

pp s = 7 TeV

Fig. 54: Relative resolution of E/p vs. transverse momentum pT for electrons in experimental
(full dots)< 3.0
2.5 <data
p (GeV/c)
√
T
resolution
and from a fully 0.15
reconstructed MC (open circles) in pp collisions at s = 7 TeV. The EMCal energy
0
to the TPC
deduced from the width of the π and η invariant mass peaks (black dotted line), added in quadrature
ALICE
pT resolution (green dash-dotted line), describes the measurement reasonably well (red solid line).

8.2

MC

0.1

Electron identification in the TRD

The Transition 0.05
Radiation Detector provides electron identification in the central barrel (|η | <0.9) [73]
and can also be used to trigger (L1 hardware trigger, as discussed in Section 3.2) on electrons with high
transverse momenta and on jets [74]. The electron identification is based on the specific energy loss
and transition radiation. The TRD is composed of six layers consisting of a radiator followed by a drift
0
chamber. Transition radiation
is0.5
produced when
a relativistic
charged
(γ ! 103 ) traverses
many
0
1
1.5
2 0 particle0.5
1
1.5
2
the
radiator.
On
average,
for
each
interfaces of two media of different dielectric constants [75] composing
E/p
E/p
electron with a momentum above 1 GeV/c, one TR photon (energy range: 1–30 keV) is absorbed and
√
converted
the high-Z
gas mixture
in (b)
eachpions
layer of
Figure
the measured in the exFig. 53:inE/p
distributions
for (Xe-CO
(a) electrons
and
inthe
ppdetector.
collisions
at 55s shows
= 7 TeV,
2 [85-15])
combined
TRD
signal
(dE/dx
and
TR)
as
a
function
of
momentum
for
p–Pb
collisions.
The
dependence
periment (red dotted line), and compared to simulation (black full line). The samples of identified electrons and

TRD

EMCAL: Pb scintillator
sampling calorimeter
|η| < 0.7, 1.4 < φ < π
Δη = Δφ ≈ 0.014
Cluster ET > 300 MeV

TRD: six layers of radiator and drift chamber.

TRD dE /dx + TR (arb. units)

pions were obtained from reconstructed γ conversions and Λ/K0S decays, respectively. The simulation is a Pythia
6
simulation with realistic detector configuration and full reconstruction.

TR produced when particles (γ>103) traverse many
interfaces of two media of different dielectric
constants composing the radiator.
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On average, for each electron with a momentum
above 1 GeV/c, one TR photon (energy range: 1–30
keV) is absorbed and converted in the high-Z gas
mixture (Xe-CO2) in each layer of the detector.

Fig. 55:D.
Sum
of the TRD
signal (ionization
loss Detector
plus transition radiation) as a function of momentum for
Caffarri
- NIKHEF
- Theenergy
ALICE
protons from Λ decays, charged pions from K0S decays, and electrons from γ conversions in p–Pb collisions.
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• “Billard ball” Monte-Carlo, named after Roy
Glauber, but orginally introduced to heavyion physics by Bialas, Blezynski, and Czyz
(Nucl. Phys. B111(1976)461).
• Assumptions:

Centrality Measurement

– Nucleons travel on straight lines
– Collisions do not alter their trajectory (nor
The collisionsanything
geometry
(i.e.
theintact)
impact
else, they
remain
assuming their
is large enough
parameter b) energy
determines
the number of
– No
quantum-mechanical
nucleons that
participate
in theinterference
collisions (Npart)
– Interaction probability for two nucleons is given
by the nucleon-nucleon (pp) cross-section.

R. Glauber

A. Bialas

The most simple ex

• In a pA collision, the proton
Each nucleon can interact with many
• Strong dependence on impact parameter b
http://cerncourier.com/cws/article/cern/53089
nucleons of the Pb nucleus:
different nucleons and have multiple
collisions (Ncoll)
Alexander.Philipp.Kalweit@cern.ch | CERN-Fermilab school | September 2017 | 23
Ex - pPb collisions:
R pA
the proton hits on average 6.9
nucleons of the Pb nucleus

<Ncoll> = 6.9 +/- 0.6
• We distinguish number of c
number of participants Npart:

How determine Npart and Ncoll ? Glauber model
Nucleons travel in straight lines
– A nucleon can collide several
Collisions don’t alter the nucleons trajectory, only energy
the target nucleus (Glauber a
No quantum-mechanical interference
after each collision).
Interaction probability for two nucleons is given by the nucleon
- nucleon
– Each nucleon
with experience
(pp) cross section.
called a participant (Npart).
D. Caffarri - NIKHEF - The ALICE Detector

=> Npart = Ncoll + 1 in pPb
44

Centrality Measurement
Input to Glauber
(2) MC (1)
Input to MC
Glauber

[nucl-ex/0701025]

Inputs to the Glauber model:
• Distributionsofofthe
inofnuclei:
• nucleons
Distributions
nucleons
nuclei:
Distribution
nucleons
in theinnuclei:
well measured scattering
by electron-ion scattering
– well measured by– electron-ion
measured
by e-ionexperiments
scatterings experiments
experiments
–
Paramterised as Woods-Saxon
disitrubtion
parametrized
by
Woods-Saxon
distribution
– Paramterised as Woods-Saxon disitrubtion

• Nucleon-nucleon cross-section
– Measured in pp collisions or from
extrapolations

• Nucleon-nucleon cross-section
– Measured in pp collisions or from
extrapolations

[arXiv:1603.07375v3]
Alexander.Philipp.Kalweit@cern.ch | CERN-Fermilab school | September 2017 | 25

Alexander.Philipp.Kalweit@cern.ch | CERN-Fermilab school | September 2017 | 26
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Centrality Measurement
Inputs to the Glauber model:
Distribution of the nucleons in the nuclei:
Input
to Glauber
MC (2) experiments
measured
by e-ion scatterings
parametrized
by Woods-Saxon
• Distributions
of nucleons
in nuclei: distribution
– well measured by electron-ion scattering
Nucleon-nucleon
cross-section
experiments
collisionsdisitrubtion
or from
– measured
Paramterisedinaspp
Woods-Saxon

extrapolation

• Nucleon-nucleon cross-section

[arXiv:1603.07375v3]

– Measured in pp collisions or from
extrapolations
D. Caffarri - NIKHEF - The ALICE Detector
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Centrality Measurement
Inputs to the Glauber model:
Distribution of the nucleons in the nuclei:
measured by e-ion scatterings experiments
Centrality
and
Glauber
model
parametrized by Woods-Saxon distribution
• Multiplicity is inversely proportional to
the impact cross-section
parameter
Nucleon-nucleon
=> Knowing
the multiplicity
of the
measured
in pp collisions
or from
event, we roughly know the impact
extrapolation
parameter (and thus also Ncoll and
We fit themodel:
multiplicity distribution
part).Glauber
Output ofNthe
with the Glauber model (see next
multiplicity is inversely proportional to
slide).

Plot: A. Toia

the impact parameter
knowing the multiplicity of the event we
• Multiplicity is strongly correlated in
know the impact parameter ( and Npart, Ncoll)
different phase space regions in heavyion collisions (e.g. forward and midrapditity).

D. Caffarri - NIKHEF - The ALICE Detector
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Centrality Measurement

Geometry of heavy ion collision
Multiplicity distribution:
peak: most peripheral,
background contamination
Plateau: mid-central
Edge: most-central, shape is a
product of intrinsic uctuations
and detector acceptance/
resolution

Cen

Peripheral

•Nco
nucl
•Npa
parti

• Pe
cros
0-5%
80-9

W
geo
deta
disc

~ # charged particles
Fit of the multiplicity distribution:
Number of ancestor fNpart + (1-f) Ncoll
Participants
NN Collisions
Each ancestor emits particles
Alexander.Philipp.Kalwe
according to negative binomial
distribution (Pµ,k)
Slice in % of the hadronic cross section

for each class, possible to extract
<Npart> and <Ncoll> form the t
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